
Did you ever notice how realistic some landscape paintings look? One method for creating realistic depth (also known as perspective) is to
show the comparative sizes of objects as you see them. Invite students to look closely at any landscape or cityscape painting or photograph.
Notice that objects that are closer to you seem larger than those that are far away. The closer objects overlap objects in the distance, too.
 
Look at the painting Picnic by the Lake by Thomas P. Rossiter, or a similar landscape. Compare the sizes of the trees in the foreground to
the trees in the background. The background trees are overlapped by, and duller, than the foreground trees. The dulling is called
"atmospheric perspective" and is due to the density of the air between the viewer and the background.

To make a landscape drawing, in perspective, invite students to find a window that has an interesting view. Make sure the window is closed
and locked. Use Crayola Washable Window Markers or Crayola Window Crayons to trace the objects seen from the window. Remind
students to show the overlapping of objects in the front, and smaller size of objects in back.
 
For an extra effect, add color and pattern to the parts of the foreground that you find most interesting. This will bring out the focal point
(center of interest) and make the drawing come alive. Use a slightly damp paintbrush to blur the edges of images in the background. The
marker colors wipe off windows with a damp paper towel.
 
Ask students to discuss their artwork with classmates, discussing how they used the concept of perspective in its creation.

Near & Far – Grades 1-3
Puzzled about how to draw realistic landscapes? Experiment

with Washable Window Washable Markers or Crayola
Window Crayons and try some perspective-drawing tricks!

Supplies Needed: Cup or Bottle, Paper Towels, Washable Window Markers


